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At Lin Mo’s suggestion, the little girl Qiu Yi Yi was sent to the inpatient unit. 

With the status of the director’s daughter, Qiu Yi Yi, she was sent directly to the top floor of the hospital. 

Qiu Yi Yi was sent directly to the topmost single ward on the top floor of the hospital. 

As soon as Lin Mo walked in he was instantly disgruntled. 

“Old Ma, do you have a strong opinion of me?” 

The question that caught him off guard made Ma Bangde puzzled for a moment. 

“Patriarch Mo, how do you mean by that?” 

“Take a look!” 

Lin Mo raised his finger and pointed at the ward in front of him. 

The large room was staggered with all sorts of tightly packed medical equipment as well as auxiliary 

rehabilitation equipment. 

Even the family rest areas of the householders were all at the level of presidential suites. 

“Look at other people’s wards, and then look at the ward you and I have arranged!” 

Thinking about the cramped and still four-person occupancy. 

Lin Mo felt offended again! 

Ma Bangde was speechless. 

As the situation was urgent, he didn’t think about it that much. 

He only focused on treating Lin Mo’s wounds as soon as possible. 

On the side, Director Qiu seemed to have seen Ma Bangde’s embarra*sment. 

After snorting, he stepped forward to ease the awkward atmosphere. 

“Patriarch Mo, if you don’t mind, there’s a spare room next door.” 

“I’ll have it arranged by you right away!” 

Lin Mo scratched his head, “Hey, hey, how embarra*sing is that!” 

After saying this, he stepped outside. 

Ma Bangde: “……” 

How can you be embarra*sed like that! 



With this in mind, he also followed. 

Only when he was not paying attention, he directly bumped into Lin Mo who suddenly stopped in front 

of him. 

“Old Ma ah, what’s that look on your face.” 

“Looking down on me, aren’t you? I saved Director Qiu’s daughter.” 

“What’s wrong with staying in a better ward, what’s wrong?” 

Behind her, Li Jingwen looked at the back of the two of them playing around and turned her head 

towards her husband and asked. 

“Old Qiu, is this Mo Lin really a Zong Shi powerhouse?” 

Director Qiu laughed harshly and took him in his arms. 

“Jing Wen those of us who have been keeping our ends up are doing so because of the large number of 

our men.” 

“Keeping up appearances for the sake of imperialism.” 

“I do have a few moments of envy for Patriarch Mo’s spontaneous and easy-going personality!” 

…… 

On the other side. 

After Lin Mo arrived at the luxurious inpatient ward next door, he laid down directly on top of the 

spacious and soft hospital bed without saying a word. 

“Ah, this is life!” 

Stretched out a lazy back. 

The bones of his entire body clicked like firecrackers. 

“By the way, Old Ma, did you bring this side of the ancient realm to find it?” 

Lin Mo turned sideways and took out the broken face of the ancient realm in his arms. 

This kind of ancient treasure, even if it was placed within the top ten families of China. 

That was also the existence of a family’s heritage, and could completely be used as the treasure of the 

clan. 

I didn’t expect that the man behind the curtain would be willing to throw it away? 

What a loser! 

If Tan Lan knew what Lin Mo was thinking at this moment, he would have been so angry that he would 

have vomited blood. 

If it wasn’t for the sake of saving his life. 



Who would be willing to throw away such a treasure? 

After pondering for a while, Ma Bangde recounted what had happened when he found the ancient 

mirror. 

When he had brought Lin Mo to the hospital, he had ordered his men to search for someone nearby. 

As a result, no one was found. 

Instead, he found this strangely shaped mirror. 

“I felt that this mirror was very strange, so I thought I would show it to you.” 

“I didn’t expect such a coincidence!” 

Said Ma Bangde, the corners of his mouth involuntarily hooked up. 

This time, Director Qiu owed them a big favour. 

When Lin Mo saw his naive batch look, he directly smashed a pillow over. 

“We’re talking about business, why are you giggling alone?” 

Ma Bangde came back to his senses and scratched his head awkwardly. 

He was so happy that he suddenly drifted off a bit! 

Seeing Lin Mo’s serious expression, he then withdrew his smile. 

“There’s something that I need to explain to you!” 

“It’s likely that the clan masters that have set their sights on District 3 this time are a large group.” 

From the conversation between Silver Jade and that rage, it was obvious to hear. 

The duo had Third Brother, Second Brother and Big Brother above them! 
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Mabundle learned the news. 

His heart, which had been on fire, was instantly cold. 

How could their three districts be so virtuous as to allow being targeted by a group of patriarchs. 

“Patriarch Mo, what should we do then?” 

When it came to Zongshi, he, a war scum who still had a long way to go before he was even a half-step 

Zongshi. 

Not even qualified to participate. 

Under Ma Bangde’s expectant eyes, Lin Mo shook his head. 



“I don’t have confidence against them either!” 

Today’s ambush had given Lin Mo a heavy wake-up call. 

If not for Tai Ah’s rescue, he would have perished in the illusionary realm. 

A knock on the door interrupted Lin Mo’s thoughts. 

“Patriarch Mo, are the facilities here still satisfactory?” 

Director Qiu walked in and asked with a smile on his face. 

After settling his daughter, the first thing he did was to come over here intending to thank Lin Mo. 

“You’re welcome, Director!” 

Lin Mo politely returned. 

As far as this accessory was concerned, it would not be too much to say that he had come for a holiday. 

“By the way, Director I observe that your face doesn’t look right, could it be that you are also injured.” 

The first time they met, he felt that this Director’s face was abnormally red. 

Director Qiu gave a laugh. 

“Worthy of the divine doctor who saved Yi Yi’s life!” 

“Not bad, before coming here, I tracked down the person who came to attack my daughter.” 

“Only the other party left a backhand, and in a moment of carelessness, I was hit by a punch from the 

strong man.” 

As he said that, he subconsciously rubbed his chest, obviously which blow was not a small force for him. 

Lin Mo instantly grasped the point between his words and opened his mouth to ask. 

“Was that strong man of yours over two metres tall, full of muscles, and with injuries on his wrists?” 

Director Qiu immediately nodded his head. 

“How do you know?” 

Receiving the answer, Lin Mo was already completely certain that all of this was a huge conspiracy. 

Using Qiu Yi Yi as bait to lure himself out. 

Once Qiu Yi Yi died, the Director of the Division would definitely be distracted and search for the 

murderer everywhere. 

When the time comes, one or two leaders of the major powers will be killed in secret. 

The three districts would then be in chaos. 

It was a double whammy. 



It was a pity that it was ruined in such a fine way by itself. 

“If there is no mistake, the strong man who attacked you is the leopard slave.” 

“I’ve fought him before!” 

“There was another person named Yin Yu, and that person not only hurt your daughter.” 

“At the same time ……” 

Speaking here Lin Mo stopped his words. 

His eyes glanced at Ma Bangde with deep meaning. 

This one small action was also enough to explain everything. 

Director Qiu froze, and only after a long time did he squeeze out two words. 

“Godfather Ma, I am sorry for your loss!” 

As a fellow father, he could best understand the pain of losing a son in middle age. 

Ma Bangde waved his hand, a relieved look on his face. 

“No matter, what is past is past.” 

He said this, but his constantly trembling hands had already betrayed him. 

Seeing the atmosphere of the scene turn heavy, Lin Mo then changed the topic. 

“Director Qiu, during this period of time, I suggest that you should send more people to protect your 

daughter.” 

“It’s likely that the other party won’t die!” 

It started with Matthews. 

This group of people had first set their eyes on the children of the rulers of the ten great powers. 

Director Qiu’s face also became increasingly gloomy. 

“Sovereign Mo, is there a way to settle them once and for all?” 

“As long as we can take care of them, our Martial Division can be at your disposal!” 

As the largest power in the three regions, the Martial Division not only had the largest territory. 

It also had the power to crush the other nine major powers. 

Most of all, Division Chief Qiu himself was also a half-step Zong Shi powerhouse. 

However. 

Lin Mo could only shake his head repeatedly in the face of such an enquiry. 

“Director, you should actually be grateful!” 



“The popular Sovereign Master powerhouse who took out his hand to sneak up on you.” 

Under the bombardment of that extreme power, Lin Mo didn’t even dare to resist hard. 

Not to mention the Director Qiu in front of him. 

The other party didn’t lay a deadly hand, compared to the fact that it was to allow this Director Qiu to 

stir up the great situation in the three districts. 
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Director Qiu’s expression froze after hearing Lin Mo’s words. 

Cold sweat had already started to emerge from the corner of his forehead without realizing it. 

That meant that he had really had a brush with death not long ago. 

If the other party had used his full strength, he would have already been a corpse. 

“Patriarch Mo, are you saying that a patriarch has entered the game and has mischief in mind for our 

three districts?” 

“No!” 

Lin Mo spoke out to deny him. 

“It’s not District Three, it’s the entire Death Island!” 

“And, you need to be reminded of one thing, this group is very strong.” 

“The number of Patriarchs is unknown, but there are definitely more than three!” 

This news was like a bolt from the blue. 

Previously, he had not been complacent with his half-step Patriarch strength. 

He thought that he was invincible in the three districts. 

But right now, there was thought to be a Patriarch in his twenties right in front of himself. 

Secretly, there were even several patriarchs who wanted to child their own daughter. 

Such a form made him feel a pang of fear. 

If it wasn’t for someone reminding them, their entire Death Island would have been eaten up without 

them knowing it. 

“Patriarch Mo, could it be that we have a supreme treasure on Death Island?” 

Chief Qiu asked in disbelief. 

Sending out several Patriarchs couldn’t be as simple as taking down just one Death Island. 

Lin Mo hadn’t expected that this Director Qiu was so highly talented. 



He had captured the heart of the matter between three words. 

“That’s right!” 

“However, it’s not a good thing for you guys to know too much about this matter!” 

It wasn’t that he was being petty and wanted to take the Crystal Skull for himself. 

It was just that in this chess game, only Patriarchs were qualified to enter the game. 

Knowing too much would instead cause them to kill themselves. 

Director Qiu fell silent instantly at his words. 

Clearly this sudden news had caused him no small shock. 

As for the real purpose of the mastermind behind the curtain he didn’t look deeper. 

The most important thing in being a man was to have self-awareness! 

Only after a long time did he gather his emotions and thanked Lin Mo towards him. 

“Patriarch Mo, thank you for stepping in no matter what!” 

Originally, he had only come to thank him, but he had not expected to learn such remarkable 

information. 

After a moment of hesitation, Lin Mo also told the story. 

“Director Qiu actually, you don’t need to thank me.” 

“The reason why those people are targeting your daughter is also due to me.” 

“The purpose was to lure me into the game!” 

Director Qiu shook his head. 

“Saving lives is a fact!” 

“How can there be any egg under the nest, as long as they want to stir up the three districts, sooner or 

later, they will do it to, Yi Yi!” 

“But, then how did they know your whereabouts? And know that you will definitely come to save my 

daughter?” 

Ma Bangde’s face changed when he saw Director Qiu’s gaze drifting over. 

Immediately, he scrambled to explain to Lin Mo. 

“Patriarch Mo, I ……” 

Lin Mo raised his hand to interrupt him. 

“Director Qiu doesn’t understand suspicion, I trust Old Ma!” 

“And such an expert can’t see Old Ma’s little power, let alone cooperate with them!” 



The other party’s purpose should be for Lan Dieyi’s Crystal Skull. 

Otherwise it would never be possible to raise such a large number of people. 

Ma Bangde: “……” 

Hear me say thank you? 

Although it was getting rid of the suspicion of setting Lin Mo up, why did that sound so unpleasant! 

Director Qiu, what do you mean by this vision of approval? 

I’ll fight you if you don’t believe me! 

In the end, the situation was stronger than the people. 

Ma Bangde spat resentfully. 

Only then did he say to Director Qiu. 

“Director, you’ve almost understood the current situation.” 

“I wonder what arrangements you will make going forward?” 

The other party was not only a clan master, but was also hiding in the shadows. 

Relying on one force alone was simply not enough to tone down the resistance. 

Director Qiu frowned and asked in a deep voice, “What does Sect Master Ma mean, please speak 

clearly!” 

Ma Bangde arched his hand. 

“Director Qiu, the three districts have been in chaos for too long!” 

“It’s time for someone to step forward and sort out this chaotic situation!” 
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Ward Inpatient Unit. 

Director Qiu stands quietly in front of the window. 

From this height, it was just right to have a clear view of the entire Third Ward. 

The streets are cluttered, the environment is chaotic. 

After Matthews’ death, everyone in the Third Ward was in danger. 

The whole city was in a deadly depression. 

I don’t know how long it took before Director Qiu broke the quiet atmosphere. 

“Patriarch Mo, do you have this confidence to take down the entire Death Island?” 



He was not stupid! 

To be able to get this prick Ma Bangde to saddle up and fight a little for Lin Mo. 

This was a complete sign of subservience. 

And behind Ma Bangde was the Knife Sect. 

Taking this huge force of over 200,000 people, plus a clan force. 

If he said that he only wanted to take the three districts, Director Qiu would not believe it to death. 

Lin Mo did not reply directly. 

After thinking for a while, he gave his answer. 

“No!” 

“This group’s methods are incomparably bizarre, and to be honest I don’t have ground in my heart 

either!” 

This was still just three people striking out, and he was in a mess. 

If it had been the third and second elder brothers that Yin Yu had spoken of who had struck. 

Lin Mo wouldn’t dare to say that he could block five with one, or more. 

Hearing this back. 

Director Qiu did not have any expression of disappointment. 

On the contrary, he was filled with relief. 

If Mo Lin had been blatantly certain, he would have definitely turned his head and left. 

“Patriarch Mo, then if I hand my youngest daughter over to you, you might guarantee his safety?” 

When Ma Bangde heard this, his face was instantly overflowing with joy. 

Qiu Yi Yi was Director Qiu’s beloved meat. 

Since Director Qiu had offered such a condition, it was obvious that he had the intention to cooperate. 

Thinking of this. 

Ma Bangde immediately gave a secret wink towards Lin Mo, signalling him to agree to it. 

However. 

Lin Mo still had to shake his head. 

“I can’t boast about this either.” 

“I can only say that Lin Mou will definitely die before your Qianjin.” 

Mister Lin? 



Both Director Qiu and Ma Bangde had a puzzled look on their faces at this point. 

There was clearly something awkward about this self-name. 

“Since we have already reached a cooperation, I will no longer conceal it!” 

Lin Mo got up and straightened his clothes. 

“Let’s get reacquainted, my humble self, Lin Mo of China!” 

“There are reasons why I have to conceal my real name, please understand.” 

Any power, was xenophobic. 

Especially in the chaotic land of Death Island. 

Concealing one’s true name was only to act cheaply. 

“Lin Mo, Lin Mo!” 

After Ma Bangde repeated it a few times, his eyes suddenly lit up. 

“You’re the youngest Amba*sador of Zhen Yue in China?” 

Lin Mo hadn’t expected to be so famous either. 

“My fame is already so big now?” 

“Crap!” 

Ma Bangde couldn’t help but burst out a foul mouth and sat down dumbly on top of the sofa. 

He began to break his fingers and muttered. 

“The youngest amba*sador of Zhen Yue in China, the youngest divine doctor, the youngest hall master 

of the Hong Clan, the grandson of the Doktor family, the King of Daju ……” 

One by one, the names that shocked the world were listed out by him. 

The more Ma Bangde said about the more downcast he looked. 

Himself rather more than a few years old, still just with a few little brothers, by this big knife in the third 

district with people to kill. 

Then look at Lin Mo, it was completely one in the sky and one on the ground. 

There was no comparison at all. 

If it were possible, Ma Bangde really wanted to ask the question. 

Are you still human? 

Director Qiu at the side was also shocked speechless at this point. 

Looking around the world, Lin Mo was a leading figure in the younger generation. 



The vast majority of people, exhausting a bang, could not finish their dreams. 

He alone had it all to himself! 

Thinking of this, Director Qiu did not hesitate. 

Raising his hand, he handed a silver token forward. 

“Mo …… no, Patriarch Lin, please accept this!” 

Seeing this object, Ma Bangde was overjoyed. 

“Patriarch Lin, this is the Silver Dragon Decree from their Martial Division.” 

“Seeing the order is like seeing the Director of the Division, nothing will be disobeyed!” 

Lin Mo did not squirm and accepted it directly. 

“May we wish that our great work will be accomplished!” 
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After Director Qiu walked out and left the ward, his whole body was still in a trance. 

It had taken less than an hour to get to know each other. 

He had unexpectedly surrendered the supreme token of the Martial Division. 

However, he did not have any feelings of regret about this decision. 

On the contrary, it was with no small amount of anticipation. 

“Death Island might be unified.” 

…… 

Inside the ward, Ma Bangde was on the verge of laughing out loud with a pig’s squeal. 

“Sovereign Lin, with this Silver Dragon Decree, we will be able to make faster progress in unifying the 

three districts.” 

Once the three districts were unified, they were the first group of people to take credit for the Blade 

Sect. 

At all times, even if they only had to cooperate with this Lin Mo, they would sweep through the three 

districts with great power. 

Matthews’ murderer would have no way to escape. 

Unfortunately, this was destined to be his fantasy! 

Yin Yu had long since been turned into a mist of blood under Tai Ah’s biting sword Qi. 

And this would become the greatest mystery of the three districts. 



When man this was all just an afterthought. 

Right now, Ma Bangde was still immersed in a slow vision of the future. 

Lin Mo did not expect to be able to take down the Wushi so easily. 

It had to be said that Ma Bangde took the majority of the credit for all of this. 

If it wasn’t for him finding the ancient mirror and guiding Director Qiu to cooperate. 

Otherwise, it would have taken a lot of hard work to take down the Martial Division. 

All in all, the outcome was good. 

Some things could finally be done as well. 

“Old Ma, don’t be too happy!” 

“There’s still a tough battle to be fought behind us!” 

After Ma Bangde calmed down, he nodded with a straight face. 

The Zongshi were still lurking in the shadows, and the countless forces on the vast island of Death. 

The road was still long! 

It had only just begun right now. 

“Sovereign Lin, I understand!” 

“By the way, not long ago, my men came with a message about the Sea Wolf Hall!” 

“The Sea Wolf King hasn’t shown up in the past few days without additionally, his fiancée has also 

disappeared along with him!” 

The wedding day is approaching. 

But the bride and groom had disappeared, bizarrely. 

Lin Mo raised his eyebrows and didn’t take it to heart. 

“I’m free to make arrangements for the Sea Wolf Hall!” 

“The other seven powers, you take care of them as soon as possible!” 

“We are trying to catch up with that group of rats!” 

That group of clan masters should also aim to start with the three districts and implement a unification, 

thus expanding to the entire Death Island. 

As long as they got ahead of the other side and took down District Three, they would be able to directly 

cut off the other side’s plans. 

As for Lan Dieyi’s words! 

Lin Mo smiled faintly. 



With that old six, the Sea Wolf King, protecting him, who would be able to find Lan Dieyi. 

Even Lin Mo could only rely on the hidden formation on the crystal skull to get a vague location. 

The only pity was that the Sea Wolf King was simply too cautious. 

Even at this point in time, he still used his doppelganger to bring Lan Dieyi into hiding. 

“Summon the leaders of their other seven powers for a meeting!” 

“Yes!” 

Ma Bangde agreed to the blind buy in high spirits, full of hurrying energy. 

Without saying a word, he turned around and left. 

With that stance, if he was given a plane, he could take off in situ. 

“Wait a minute!” 

Lin Mo called out to him. 

“Remember to call on Director Qiu when you get there!” 

Ma Bangde froze for a moment. 

“Patriarch Lin, aren’t you going to step in?” 

“It’s not good for me to show up in my capacity as an outsider!” 

Lin Mo looked at his breezy appearance and tapped his head speechlessly. 

“And in the future, even if we unify Death Island, it will be handed over to you to manage.” 

“But just in case, when the time comes, I will live behind the scenes in seclusion!” 

“Go!” 

Lin Mo made his true identity known with Ma Bangde as well as Director Qiu, in order to rea*sure the 

two of them. 

However, there was no guarantee that the others could also accept it. 

After arranging the task, Lin Mo then fell back into bed. 

Closing his eyes, he went over everything that had happened during this period of time in his mind. 

Only after ensuring that nothing was left behind did he fall into a deep sleep. 

The outer world. 

With an order from Ma Bangde, several invitations were sent to the seven major powers in the fastest 

time possible. 
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The next day. 

When Lin Mo opened his eyes again, the sun had already risen high in the sky. 

After a night of rest, the wounds on his body had completely scabbed over. 

After taking the Blood Building Pill, the symptoms of blood loss had also basically disappeared. 

Although his body was still a little weak, the effect was not too great. 

What surprised Lin Mo the most was that the disappearance of his weakness had not caused him any 

harm. 

On the contrary there was no longer that awe in his heart. 

His thoughts were more fluent. 

His understanding of the Dao of the Sword had deepened by a few points. 

After having breakfast, the driver arranged by Ma Bangde was already waiting for him outside the 

hospital. 

After Lin Mo got into the car, he clearly felt a slight tremor in the driver’s body. 

???? 

“Mr. Mo!” 

Through the rear-view mirror, the driver greeted somewhat nervously. 

“Am I that intimidating?” 

Lin Mo asked helplessly. 

“It’s not like I don’t eat people! Really!” 

The driver hurriedly shook his head. 

“Sorry, I’m the one who’s too timid!” 

After saying that he scurried off with a kick of the accelerator. 

His last predecessor, it was said, had died an old tragic death. 

Thinking of that, the car sped up a degree again. 

…… 

At the Wushi! 

The densely packed Martial Division guards surrounded the entire council chamber tightly. 

One man at three steps, one guard at five steps. 



A pair of sharp eyes constantly swept back and forth. 

Once they spotted a suspicious person, the rifles in their hands would immediately sweep them into a 

hornet’s nest. 

Only all this could only be done against ordinary people. 

Lin Mo, who had already infiltrated into the Martial Division, looked back and shook his head secretly. 

With such a setup, it was probably only a show of muscle in front of the other power lords. 

If a clan master were to come, he would be able to destroy them in an instant. 

If a Patriarch came, he could be destroyed in an instant. 

It seemed that after taking over Death Island, his personal power would have to be strengthened. 

A few flashes later, Lin Mo arrived in a room to the side of the council chamber. 

This was specially prepared for him by Ma Bangde and Director Qiu. 

The room diaphragm effect was poor, coupled with Lin Mo’s superb hearing. 

The thin wall in front of him made no difference at all whether it existed or not. 

Not long after. 

The atmosphere of the meeting across the wall suddenly intensified. 

The rat-eyed, hawk-nosed old man cluttered his teacup with dissatisfaction. 

“Director Qiu, your Martial Division is strong and we, the Cang Ying Gang, acknowledge it.” 

“But you want our three districts to be unified under your management, this is just a fool’s errand!” 

As soon as these words were spoken, the other six immediately echoed them. 

“Old Qiu, don’t you think you’re eating a bit ugly?” 

“You don’t think you can eat us up just because you’ve joined forces with this swordsman who has a 

dead son!” 

The Martial Division was very strong, and could completely crush the other nine powers. 

But if the seven powers in front of them joined together, it wasn’t that they couldn’t compete with the 

Martial Division. 

And once they start fighting. 

No matter which side won, the three districts would be devastated. 

Director Qiu grimaced and was just about to speak. 

Ma Bangde at the side stood up straight away. 

“Sl*t, who the hell are you calling a dead son! Believe it or not, I’ll get you killed.” 



The scar was picked up and his anger bubbled up instantly. 

Across from him, the sultry, scantily clad Black Rose was no slouch either. 

After getting up, he was seen stepping out with two Sand Eagle pistols and confronting Ma Bond. 

“Come on, try it if you have Ben!” 

“A kitchen boy with a chopper, and you dare to shout in front of the old lady!” 

A chopper? 

A cook? 

D*mn, I’m P*ssed off. 

Ma Bangde was so humiliated that his anger grew even more. 

With a scuffle. 

A huge decapitating sword was then held in his hand with a deadly grip. 

As for the others, they wore cold smiles and quietly ate the drama. 

Fight! 

Fight to the death! 

If they killed one of them, they would have a new territory to divide up. 

The scene was getting more and more chaotic. 

Director Qiu frowned. 

“Quiet!” 

A loud, angry shout shook the crowd’s brains and only made them think. 

The scene also instantly quieted down. 

Eyes gathered on Director Qiu in unison. 
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“Are you guys forgetting the traces of the previous patriarchal battle?” 

Director Qiu asked in a deep voice. 

“Now the three districts are already being watched.” 

“If we join together, we will benefit from each other, but if we divide, we will harm each other.” 

“Don’t you understand this point at your age?” 

At the mention of this matter, the faces of the few people present changed instantly. 



Bullets do not invade, shells do not hurt. 

If any power in the room was targeted by a Patriarch, the only outcome would be extinction. 

There was no room for resistance. 

The sudden appearance of the Patriarch right now was like a gate knife hanging high above the heads of 

the crowd. 

After glaring at Ma Bangde, Black Rose resentfully withdrew her pistol. 

The enchanting fat buttocks dipped onto the seat once again. 

Her two-legged legs were set and she opened her mouth to ask. 

“Old Qiu, since this matter was brought up by you, you should have thought of a solution, right?” 

Upon this statement, Director Qiu instantly became the focus, treating him like a saviour. 

After a long time, Director Qiu nodded his head. 

“I can bring in a clan master expert to help us!” 

The moment this statement was made, the scene rose in an uproar. 

“What you said is true?” 

“Could it be that Director Qiu has already contacted that old monster in District One?” 

“It’s very possible, look at the way he swears by it!” 

There were whispers for a while before Director Qiu then coughed lightly. 

“Alright everyone, be quiet for a moment.” 

“Senior Patriarch only promised me that Supervisor Guan would step in at all times, and will not always 

be our bodyguard.” 

“So, you all want to save your is power, we still have to think of our own way!” 

Before the words were out Black Rose stood up straight away. 

“Director, tell us about it, what solution!” 

“We at Black Garden are extremely cooperative!” 

With her leading the way, the rest of the several power chiefs also took a stand. 

The only one who remained silent was whichever old man with rat eyes and a hooked nose. 

Director Qiu skimmed a glance and made a silent note of his performance. 

“As I have just said, the two benefits of the union.” 

“My personal suggestion is that the ten powers of our three districts, unite together.” 



“In this way, the other side will have something to fear even if they are clan masters.” 

Black Rose froze in her tracks. 

“And then what? We meekly wait for death?” 

A united force of millions of members sounded intimidating. 

But against the Patriarchs, it was only a slightly larger number. 

“Sl*tty old b*tch, what’s the hurry you’re looking for!” 

Ma Bangde slapped the table and got up to scold. 

“Director Qiu, haven’t you even finished your sentence? You’re in a hurry to cast off!” 

“I’ll cast your mother!” 

Black Rose disliked back and made a move to pull out her pistol. 

There was instant anger on the scene, and there was tension. 

If Director Qiu hadn’t stepped in to organise it, these two grumpy ones might, indeed, have fought. 

“All right, save your strength for the Patriarch, what kind of skill is a nest!” 

Black Rose snorted coldly and gave the Horse Gang’s a fierce glare. 

Only then did they calm down. 

Director Qiu saw the two of them take their seats and continued the conversation from before. 

“The purpose of us joining together is not only to deter.” 

“More importantly, to exchange news and find out the traces of that group of clan masters.” 

“When the time comes, someone will naturally help us take care of them!” 

The words fell to the ground. 

The few people present once again exchanged words and discussed the feasibility of this matter! 

Just at this moment, the long silent Old Eagle Head suddenly gave a cold snort. 

“What, Eagle Head, do you have any opinions about me?” 

Director Qiu narrowed his eyes and stared coldly at the other party. 

The Cang Ying Gang was the weakest. 

It was only because its sphere of influence was barren that the people were too lazy to annex him. 

Otherwise, there would have been only nine major powers left in the three districts. 

The old eagle head smiled coldly. 

“There are no opinions to speak of!” 



“However, Director Qiu, you are in such a hurry to unite us together.” 

“What exactly is the purpose?” 

“Or is it all just an illusion created to satisfy your ambition to unify the three regions!” 
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The words of the old eagle head were like a bolt from the blue. 

After the crowd in the room froze, they looked at Director Qiu with puzzled eyes. 

What Old Eagle Head said was correct. 

The words of the Patriarch were pure speculation. 

No one had ever seen one at all. 

And even if it did exist, who could guarantee that it was not a conspiracy arranged by Director Qiu. 

For a moment, the crowd also calmed down from the impulse they had just felt. 

They exchanged glances with each other, with different thoughts in mind. 

“Director, this matter is very big, I think I should still go back and think about it!” 

“That’s right, a matter of this magnitude does require going back and discussing it with the brothers.” 

“Director, you know, our Qingze Hall is all run by my wife!” 

“There are still important matters within the gang, Director, let’s talk about them specifically next time!” 

After each made a lame excuse, the several gang leaders left one after another. 

What had been a good game of chess was suddenly ruined to the core. 

Only Eagle Head was left, looking at Director Qiu with a self-satisfied expression. 

On the side, Ma Bangde was already furious and red in the face. 

He was about to succeed in his plan. 

But it was completely ruined by a few words from this old thing. 

“Old immortal, I’ll get you to death!” 

Ma Bangde shouted angrily and drew out the large knife on his back. 

The sharp blade slashed down heavily towards the old eagle head, the head. 

It looked as if a bloodbath was about to take place. 

Only a crisp impact was heard. 

Ma Bangde only felt a sinking of the greatsword in his hand, which suddenly changed direction. 



Snap! 

In an instant, wood splinters flew across the floor. 

The marble floor instantly cracked. 

“Director?” 

Ma Bond skimmed at the broken teacup. 

With a strong quizzical twist of his cheek. 

Director Qiu waved his hand helplessly. 

“Old Ma let him go!” 

“Why? This b*****d is purely here to cause trouble!” 

Ma Bangde waved his large sword over his shoulder and spoke indignantly. 

He couldn’t swallow his anger until he had cut the old b*****d in half! 

“If you kill him now, it will only cause more misunderstanding!” Director Qiu explained. 

If the old eagle head were to die here. 

The other power lords would only feel that Ma Bangde was annoyed at being exposed for his conspiracy 

to be annoyed. 

“Eh ……” 

Ma Bangde opened his mouth, wanting to argue something. 

Only after calming down, he also understood the reasoning. 

In the end, he could only let out a long sigh. 

“Director, Sect Leader Ma, since there is nothing else, then I will leave first!” 

Old Eagle Head stood up with a smug look on his face and flicked his clothes in the process. 

It was completely the appearance of a clothes villain. 

Director Qiu smiled calmly. 

“The future is long, Old Eagle Head we will have a good chat then.” 

He said as he slowly narrowed his eyes. 

Old Eagle Head didn’t have any reaction when faced with such a threat from Director Qiu. 

Instead, he said back with a mocking face. 

“Time is running out, and the old man has lived long enough anyway.” 

“If the Director wants to talk, I will naturally accompany you.” 



Ma Bangde looked at his emboldened look and was furious. 

When the eagle-head had left. 

Ma Bangde gave a vent-like roar of rage. 

The great sword in his hand was danced with a whirring sound. 

If it wasn’t for the greater good, he really wanted to give this old thing a slash to the skull. 

“Director, let me chop this old thing!” 

“This b*****d, he’s just too arrogant.” 

A leader of a weak chicken force was actually screaming in his own face. 

It was a complete provocation to the strong. 

“If you’re not afraid of getting Sovereign Lin into trouble, it’s too late to go after him now.” 

Ma Bangde looked at, the specially treated wall, and had a look at the back of the eagle head’s 

departure. 

In the end, he did not choose to make a move. 

It was only with slow anger that he plunged his great sword heavily into the marble floor. 

At that moment a figure slowly stepped out from behind the curtain! 

“Old Ma, you must remember this debt well! There will be plenty of opportunities for revenge when the 

time comes!” 
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“Patriarch Lin!” 

When the two saw Lin Mo, they arched their hands in greeting. 

Lin Mo waved his hand. 

“They’re all among themselves, so these falsehoods should be dispensed with!” 

From the start, he didn’t like this kind of formalism. 

After Director Qiu straightened up, he apologized with an apologetic face and confessed to. 

“Patriarch Lin, this matter was my carelessness and I didn’t do it properly!” 

“No harm done!” 

Lin Mo wasn’t angered by this. 

After pulling over a chair, he leisurely reclined and leaned down. 



“Since people have the courage to harden their steel with you, the number one power in the three 

districts, they naturally have their backbone.” 

“This matter, has nothing to do with you guys!” 

Director Qiu froze for a moment, and then nodded his head. 

There was no need for words, three or two simple words from both sides had made everything clear. 

Only Ma Bangde’s eyes rolled in astonishment at the side. 

“I say what a dumb riddle you two are playing!” 

“What’s the bottom line?” 

Lin Mo straightened up and exclaimed Good Guy. 

Originally, he had thought that this Ma Bangde still had quite a brain. 

But there was no harm without comparison. 

When compared to Director Qiu, how did this Ma Bangde look more and more like a douchebag. 

“Let me ask you, a person who has been bullied by you for a long time suddenly hardens up one day.” 

“Not only does he dare to talk back to your Blade Sect, he also wants to go to war with you, what do you 

think it will be because of?” 

Faced with Lin Mo’s query, Ma Bangde answered without even thinking. 

“That’s no need to say, it must be because he has a backer behind him!” 

“Otherwise, I’ll rip his head off ……” 

Halfway through his words, Ma Bangde suddenly stopped talking and his eyes lit up. 

“Patriarch Lin, do you mean to say that there is someone behind this Cang Ying Gang?” 

“Not bad!” 

Lin Mo nodded his head and said. 

It seemed that this old horse wasn’t so stupid as to be incorrigible. 

“And the people backing him up are likely to be those sneaky clan masters.” 

The other forces in the three districts didn’t have the guts to do so. 

One didn’t have the strength to dare to call the shots with Director Qiu, with the Martial Division. 

Hearing this talk, Ma Bangde instantly jumped in anxiety. 

“Why?” 

Lin Mo didn’t say anything and got up and gave a kick. 



“What’s the point of stammering at an age.” 

“Scared the hell out of me!” 

He said, pulling out his ears. 

This guy was not good at anything else, but his voice was really loud! 

Ma Bangde didn’t care, patted his fearful a*s and asked after him. 

“Didn’t you say that I, Ma, don’t even admire working with those few patriarchs?” 

“On what basis?” 

Lin Mo:???” 

This could also be rolled? 

But looking at his face full of disbelief. 

Lin Mo still patiently explained. 

“Because this old eagle head, has a big heart but not enough ability.” 

“It’s perfectly fine to be a puppet, use it to live, discard it to die!” 

“But you are different ……” 

Mabundle asked with an expectant look. 

“And then what, I’m different in what?” 

It was over, couldn’t make it up. 

If the old horse was rash and a stick in the mud. 

The b*****d decided to have another grudge. 

Luckily, Director Qiu saw Lin Mo’s dilemma and picked up the conversation. 

“You are upright and quick-witted, you won’t be in the same league as those sneaky patriarchs.” 

Although the meaning was the same. 

However, Lin Mo saw Ma Bangde’s look of clarity and pride. 

He couldn’t help but secretly give a thumbs up towards Director Qiu. 

As expected, he was the number one power in the three regions. 

Just this emotional quotient, it’s a great one! 

Back to business. 

After the three of them knew that this Eagle Head might have something fishy with the hidden Patriarch. 

This plan to unify the three regions was also randomly adjusted. 



“Tonight, I will personally go to the Cang Ying Gang to take a look.” 

“You guys still follow the original plan and secretly investigate their lair!” 

Knowing one’s enemy and knowing oneself would win a hundred battles! 

The place was in the dark, they were in the light. 

Such a form was extremely pa*sive. 

After Lin Mo finished his explanation, a sentence inexplicably popped out. 

“Girl, after watching for so long, isn’t it time to come out and talk?” 
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Director Qiu and Ma Bangde had not yet reacted to Lin Mo’s meaning. 

The light suddenly distorted in the middle of the shadowy corner. 

Immediately afterwards, an enchanting silhouette twisted her fat buttocks and appeared in front of 

everyone’s eyes. 

As soon as Ma Bangde saw this woman, his face instantly turned gloomy. 

“F*ck, Sl*tty old b*tch, how dare you eavesdrop on us.” 

Whether it was Lin Mo’s identity or their plans. 

It was all information that was top secret. 

Once an outsider knew about it! 

All was lost. 

Just as Ma Bangde was about to raise his sword, Lin Mo suddenly reached out and pressed his shoulder. 

“How can you be so rude to a girl!” 

Lin Mo accused before turning his head to look at Black Rose. 

“Girl this eavesdropping on people is not good behaviour oh!” 

Lin Mo was all smiles though. 

Under his commentary, Black Rose only felt her body sweat explode. 

It was as if she was being watched by a ferocious beast. 

Especially from the conversation the three of them had just had, they had learned of Lin Mo’s status as a 

Patriarch. 

At this moment, Black Rose only felt her scalp tingling. 



“Worthy of being Patriarch Lin, I originally thought I was hiding my shadow well enough!” 

She flattered with a wave of forced composure. 

At this moment, Black Rose, although indicating calmness. 

Secretly, she had already started wiping the sweat that was constantly emerging from her palms. 

Lin Mo had naturally noticed her small movements. 

It was just a matter of not pointing it out. 

“Sit!” 

Black Rose didn’t dare to disobey and tried her best to maintain this natural demeanour as she slowly 

settled down. 

“No need to be nervous, relax a little!” 

Lin Mo said as he made tea for her. 

“I don’t eat people!” 

“Here, have some tea, calm down!” 

“Er …… thanks …… thanks!” 

Black Rose tried her best to suppress her emotions of fear though. 

But it was all revealed the moment she stumbled over her words. 

Lin Mo shook his head helplessly. 

“Why don’t you little girl believe me!” 

“I don’t eat people!” 

The Black Rose, who had been so aggressive not long ago, had now completely turned into a frightened 

little rabbit in front of Lin Mo. 

Not daring to have any disobedient emotions. 

Especially when Lin Mo reached out and put his hand on her shoulder. 

Black Rose was so frightened that she directly crumpled up, so Lin Mo used one hand with strength to 

directly push her back into the seat. 

Black Rose was not afraid of Lin Mo’s greed for her body, but for her life. 

After a while, Lin Mo still did not make a move. 

Just as Black Rose was slightly relieved, the sound of gentle talking suddenly came to her ears. 

“You said that you one don’t have the emboldened bottom of the eagle head!” 

“Two don’t have the backing of the man behind him!” 



Lin Mo said and came up to her ear and spoke slowly. 

“You, where did you get the courage?” 

Black Rose’s pupils instantly shrank. 

Her body was constantly shaking, and her teacup even fell directly to the ground. 

At this moment, she already had a white face. 

Before this, she had always felt that she was not afraid of death. 

But when it came to actually facing death, that fear that was born with a heart simply did not suffer her 

fear. 

“Don’t kill me!” 

Black Rose spoke with a sobbing voice. 

All she wanted was to live. 

“It’s fine not to kill you.” 

Lin Mo snapped his fingers and handed a medicinal pill to her. 

“This pill is called the Rotting Dirty Pill! Without an antidote within a week, the internal organs will fester 

at a rapid rate ……” 

Snap! 

Gulp! 

Without waiting for him to finish, Black Rose dodged the poisonous pills. 

Without saying a word, she tilted her head and swallowed it straight away. 

“Eh ……” 

He didn’t even finish his own words. 

This b*tch just swallowed it straight away! 

Really have such a fear of death? 

This hand operation, to is put Lin Mo whole will not be. 

“Since you have taken the poison pill, you are in the same boat.” 

“After this matter is over, I will give you a complete solution to the problem of the poison pills.” 

Black Rose got up and bent down towards Lin Mo. 

“Thank you, Patriarch Lin!” 

A flash of snowy white then revealed itself before his eyes. 



 


